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 In India, internal migration accounts for a large population of 309 million as per
Census of India 2001, and by more recent estimates, 326 million (NSSO 2007-2008),
nearly 30 per cent of the total population.

 More than 69 percent of India’s 1.21 billion people live in rural areas, according to
2011 Census of India .

 Mumbai, Delhi, and Kolkata includes among the world’s top ten most populous
urban areas, and India has 25 of the 100 fastest-growing cities worldwide.

 A significant source of this growth can be attributed to rural-to-urban migration

 National Sample Survey measured the migration rate in urban areas at 35 percent.

 About 30 per cent of internal migrants in India belong to the youth category in the
age group of 15-29 years.



 A 2011 study on the political inclusion of seasonal migrant workers by Amrita
Sharma and her co-authors found that 22 percent of seasonal migrant workers in
India do not possess voter IDs or have their names in the voter list.

 Many migrants leave their home at an age as early as 13-14 while the voter ID is
issued at an age of 18 or more.

 With lack of time to get their voter IDs made, 83 percent of long distance migrants
reported missing voting in elections at least once because they were away from
home seeking livelihood options.

 Absence of migrants in the polling process also leads to impersonation and bogus
voting and the polling percentage also dips. In every election it is highly likely that
bogus votes are polled. Incidents such as that at Kanaikhera village in Mahona
assembly constituency (Lucknow) serves as an example to such instances of bogus
voting.



 The Election Laws (Amendment) Act 2003 - Introduced proxy voting system
through this amendment in India thus enabling a service voter (defense personnel
in this case) to nominate any person to act as a proxy and cast a vote on his/her
behalf.

 Extension of postal ballot system to Kashmiri migrants and Bru and Reang
tribal migrants of Mizoram- Section 60(c) of RPA, 1951 provided for enabling
“any person belonging to a class of persons notified by the Election Commission in
consultation with the government to give his vote by postal ballot” thus bringing
these migrants under the ambit of “ class of persons”.

 Supreme Court order allows armed forces personnel to vote as general
voters- Supreme Court granted Indian soldiers the right to vote in the
constituencies of their stationed area.

 Representation of the People (Amendment) Act, 2010- Through this amendment
of the Act in 2010, NRIs were given the right to vote.



Postal voting

• Method of 
voting in an 
election 
whereby ballot 
papers are 
distributed or 
returned by 
post to electors

Proxy voting

• Appointing 
someone to 
vote on your 
behalf

Internet voting

• Voting via 
internet



• Six different categories of voters are entitled to use the postal ballot: a) service
voters, b) special voters, c) wives of service voters and special voters, d) voters
subjected to preventive detention, e) voters on election duty and f) notified voters.

• Includes the armed forces, those in a force covered by the Army Act, those in
the armed police force of a state serving outside the state and those employed
by the government of India and working in a post abroad (as embassy staff for
example).

Service 
voters

• Comprises those holding offices that have been declared by the President to be
offices to which sub-section (4) of Section 20 of the Representation of the People
Act applies. Such offices include the President, the vice-president, governors of
states and ministers of the Union or of states

Special 
voters

• Includes those who belong to a class of persons notified by the Election
Commission (EC) in consultation with the government.

Notified 
voters



 No assurance of secrecy if not done on your own

 Passes through multiple individuals in the postal process

 Chances of getting delayed in the post until after polling day

 It can be opened in transit and spoiled

 Chances of corrupt scrutiny by adverse officials

 No guarantee that they ever go into a ballot box

 The ballot papers can be copied illegally for false names.

 Cases of widespread postal voting fraud

 Malpractice, Undue influence, Personation, Vote rigging, Bribery, Treating or
paying expenses

 Incidents at Kanaikhera, Birmingham



 A service voter may appoint any person as his / her proxy to give vote on his / her
behalf and in his /her name at the polling station. The proxy shall have to be ordinary
resident of that constituency. He need not be a registered voter but he / she must not be
disqualified to be registered as a voter.

 A ‘proxy’ can be appointed in the following two ways :-

 If a service voter is at the place of his posting, he has to put his signature in the
requisite form before the Commanding Officer of the Unit and then to send the Form to
his proxy for affixing his / her signature before a Notary / First Class Magistrate.
Thereafter, the proxy can submit the Form to the Returning Officer concerned.

If a service voter is at his native place, both he and his proxy can sign the required form
before a Notary / First Class Magistrate and then send to the Returning Officer
concerned.

 The provision for voting through proxy is valid till the person making the appointment
is a service voter. Once appointed, the proxy will continue until his appointment is
revoked by the service voter. The facility of proxy voter can be revoked and the proxy
can be changed at any time or for any number of times by the Service Voter.



Countries that has used internet voting

 Norway, US and India has ongoing internet voting pilots

 UK, Netherlands and Spain has piloted and decided not to continue the use of internet
voting

 Australia, Canada, France and Switzerland use internet voting for some part of their
electorate

 Estonia uses internet voting on a nationwide level

Reasons provided by countries for introducing internet voting

 Need to enfranchise voting populations which are very mobile and even outside of the
country on the day of election and specially relevant for expatriate voters and for
military personnel stationed overseas during election

 Improved means for persons with disabilities to cast their vote and also without
assistance and thus maintain secrecy of their vote.

 Can be seen as a means of demonstrating improved government services and adoption
of digital governance



Voter identification and authentication mechanism: 

 Where pre-registration is required: In Australia, Canada-Markham, France, the
Netherlands, and the U.S. – West Virginia, pre registration was required for internet
voters. In the course of this pre-registration additional voter authentication codes
are created and provided to the voter. These codes are then used, sometimes with
other voter authentication data, in order to identify and authenticate the voter
before they cast a ballot online.

 Where pre-registration is not required:

Spain-Barcelona

Geneva, Switzerland

Estonia

Norway



Spain-Barcelona: Uses three different authentication mechanisms

 Digital official certificates

 A one-time password sent to a cellular phone

 Partners' websites (e.g. Universities, banks) with their own authentication logins

Geneva, Switzerland: Used a combination of authentication codes issued specifically
for the election and data which is personal to the voter.

 Voters receive (by post) a single-use voting card containing a unique number
enabling them to be identified in the voting management system, irrespective of
the voting channel (electronic, postal, polling station) they choose.

 For online voting, the voter number and password are entered by the voter in the
system in addition to two shared secrets not presented on the voting card: their
birth date and their municipality of origin.



Estonia: Relies on the country’s national ID card mandatory to possess from the age
of 15.

 Citizens are issued two passcodes to be used with this chipped picture ID card.
This allows citizens to use the ID card to digitally sign documents. Under Estonian
law, such digitally signed documents using the ID card are legally equivalent to
manually signed documents.

 Authentication using the ID card requires a card reader, but these are inexpensive,
easy to buy, and widely available on computers in public spaces (such as public
libraries and Internet cafes).

 Possible recently to authenticate voters in Estonia through a mobile-ID system
where a mobile phone can be used to act as an ID card and a card reader at the
same time. The same functionality in terms of authentication and digital signatures
is possible through this mobile-ID system.



Norway: Uses existing identification mechanisms which are used for other services,
the main one being the MinID, a personalized log-in system for accessing online
public services in Norway.

 Requires user to enter a password to conduct the first phase of voter identification
and authentication; a second code is then sent to the voter on their registered
mobile phone.

 The second code is used to complete the authentication process online before the
voter can proceed to cast a vote. It is a one-time code, so that if the voter wishes to
cast a repeat vote, the entire authentication process is repeated and a new code is
sent to the voter to allow them to complete the login process.



Common cues to help trustworthiness in online environments: 

 Ease of navigation

 Good use of visual design elements

 Professional images of products

 Absence of typo errors, 

 A professional look for the site

 Ease of searching and ease of transactions. 

Establishing and maintaining trust: 

 Transparency 

 Integrity of the system 

 Testing, certification, audit 

 Separation of duties 

 Enabling vote updating 

 Enabling verifiability 

 Evaluation 

 Test elections 



 Expand the provision of postal 
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 Introduce internet voting in India
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